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Foreword

This document includes the lecture notes of the lecture titled as Electric vehicles in smart grids of the
course New applications in electrical energy engineering, 2011-2012.  This  document  is  not  a
complete presentation of the topic but rather a collection of some notes and points presented in the
lecture.

1 Introduction

Today’s power industry is in the middle of remarkable changes. Climate change and other

environmental issues, the opening of the electricity markets and pursuing more efficient operation

of  them,  and  ageing  of  network  assets  have  set  and  will  further  set  new  requirements  for  power

systems. Technological development, especially in ICT sector, brings new possibilities for power

systems. To fulfill the new requirements set for power systems and to improve cost-efficiency of

them, the new technological possibilities could be applied. Concepts where the new technology and

approaches are used in power systems is often called as “smart grids” [Ham10].

Transportation has a very important function in today’s society. Globally, the energy production of

transportation systems is highly dependent on oil, and there are strong expectations that the price

as well as the volatility of the price of oil will increase in the future. The transportation sector is also

a significant consumer of energy and a significant source of greenhouse gases and other emissions

[Dav09]. Today’s climate and energy policies imply strongly towards diversification of transportation

fuels, improving energy efficiency and reducing emissions. The use of electrical energy in a broader

manner by means electric vehicles (plug-in hybrid electric vehicles and full electric vehicles) offers a

potential to partly fulfill these challenging requirements.

2 What are electric and hybrid vehicles?

Good way to understand electric and hybrid vehicles is to first treat regular internal combustion (IC)

engine based cars.
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In an IC engine car there is a fuel tank from which fuel is taken and combusted in IC engine (cf. fig.

1). IC engine produces mechanical energy which is transferred to driving wheels and converted to

kinetic energy of the car.

Fig. 1. Traditional IC engine based car

Full  electric  vehicles  (cf.  fig.  2)  have a  large battery  pack instead of  fuel  tank and instead of  an IC

engine there is an electric motor. Electrical energy is taken from the battery pack and used in electric

motor to produce mechanical energy. Then this mechanical energy is transferred through the

transaxle to the driving wheels and converted to the kinetic energy of the car.

Compared to conventional IC engine based cars, the driving ranges of today’s full EVs are very small.

Range is typically around 100 km with full battery depending on the driving conditions. IC engine

based cars have a range of at least a few hundred kilometres.

An interesting feature in electric vehicles is possibility to convert kinetic energy of the vehicle to

electrical energy and store it back to the battery during braking. This operation is called recuperation

of braking energy or regenerative braking. In regenerative braking the direction of the energy flow is

opposite compared to regular driving. Regenerative braking can be made to some extent in normal

IC engine cars, as the braking energy can be consumed in auxiliary appliances such as air

conditioning and different types of electronics of the car.

Fig. 2. Full electric vehicle.

Hybrid vehicles are vehicles which have two power sources, typically an IC engine and battery with

an electric motor. There are different types of hybrid vehicles available.

Fig.  3  represents  a  parallel  hybrid.  In  a  parallel  hybrid  both the IC  engine and electric  motor  (EM)

have a direct mechanical connection to the driving wheels through the transaxle. IC engine has
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different efficiencies in different operation points. The electrical power train has two main purposes.

Firstly, it is used to optimize the operation of the IC engine by using the electric motor in such way

that the IC engine could operate as efficiently as possible. Another purpose is the recuperation of

the braking energy.

It is important to notice that in hybrid electric vehicles all the energy used by the car is taken from

the liquid fuel, gasoline or diesel, stored in the fuel tank. The battery works only as an energy buffer

which temporarily stores energy and then feeds it back to the driving wheels. In this way, the fuel

consumption of the car can be decreased.

Fig. 3. Parallel hybrid electric vehicle

In fig. 4 a serial hybrid electric vehicle is illustrated. In a serial hybrid there is a new component in

the power train: the generator. In this configuration the IC engine works as an electric power plant

producing electrical energy. This energy is fed to the battery and further to the electric motor. Serial

hybrid differs from parallel hybrid in a way that now the IC engine does not have direct mechanical

contact to the driving wheels. Thus, all the mechanical power is produced by the electric motor.

Again, in this configuration all the energy used by the car is taken from the liquid fuel stored in the

fuel tank.

Fig. 4. A serial hybrid electric vehicle.
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In fig. 5, a serial plug-in hybrid electric vehicle is illustrated. One difference compared to the previous

configuration is that now there is a battery with larger capacity.

However, the most important difference is the possibility to charge the battery from the electricity

grid. This is a significant thing, as now part of the energy which the car uses can now be taken from

the electricity network. This means that part of the gasoline or diesel can be replaced by electricity.

We remember that in the previous hybrid configurations all the energy used by the car was taken

from the liquid fuel stored in the fuel tank.

Fig. 5. Plug-in hybrid electric vehicle (serial drive configuration).

In addition to these drive configurations, there are also more complex configurations being a mix of

serial and parallel configurations.

For simplicity, hereafter the term EV refers to a PHEV or full EV.

For  any  given  configuration,  a  PHEV  can  operate  in  one  of  two  modes:  charge  sustaining  (CS)  or

charge depleting (CD). Figure illustrates these two modes. The vertical axis is the battery’s state of

charge (SOC), ranging from 0 percent to 100 percent and the horizontal axis is the distance travelled.

State of charge of 100 percent corresponds to completely “full” battery and 0 percent completely

“empty” battery. [Axs08]

In the figure’s example, the battery is “fully” charged (from electricity network) to 90 percent SOC at

the  beginning  of  the  cycle.  For  a  distance  the  PHEV  is  driven  in  CD  mode—energy  stored  in  the

battery is used to power the vehicle, gradually depleting the battery’s SOC. Once the battery is

depleted to a minimum level, set at around 25 percent in this example, the vehicle switches to CS

mode. In CS mode the SOC is sustained by relying primarily on the gasoline engine to drive the

vehicle, using the battery and electric motor to increase the efficiency of the gasoline engine, as is

now done in  a  hybrid  electric  vehicles.  Small  cycles,  or  “waves,”  can be seen in  the SOC during CS

operation, where the battery takes on energy from the engine driven generator or from

regenerative braking and uses the energy in the electric motor to improve the efficiency of engine

operation. The vehicle remains in CS mode until the battery is plugged in again to recharge. The

distance a fully charged PHEV can travel in CD mode before switching to CS mode is called CD range.

[Axs08]
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Fig. 6. Driving modes of a plug-in hybrid electric vehicles (PHEV). [Axs08]

The author’s opinion is that PHEVs have much more potential to penetrate widely in the market than

full EVs. The main weaknesses of full EVs are large and expensive batteries and short ranges.

2.1 Why EVs?
The main goal of electrification of road transportation is to achieve more or less a “sustainable”

transportations system. This means that the transportations system does not consume “too much”

valuable natural resources or pollute “too much”.

One goal is to decrease oil dependency and fossil fuel consumption. Globally, the energy production

of road transportation systems is too dependent on oil, and cheap oil may be running out. At least

there are strong expectations that the price as well as the volatility of the price of oil will increase in

the future. The road transportation sector is also a significant consumer of energy and a significant

source of greenhouse gases and other emissions. The use of electrical energy in a broader manner

by means of plug-in hybrid electric vehicles (PHEV) and full electric vehicles (full EV) offers the

potential to reduce emissions and primary energy consumption.

Emission reductions and the amount of primary energy conservation due to plug-in vehicles are,

however, highly dependent on the energy system.  Fig. 7 shows a numerical example, which is

calculated with certain assumptions, about the influence of EVs on CO2 emissions and primary

energy consumption of Finnish passenger cars with different electricity production mixes. It is

assumed,  that  70  %  of  EVs’  kilometers  are  driven  using  electrical  energy.  It  can  be  seen,  that

reductions in CO2 emissions and primary energy consumption are highly dependent on the energy

source which is used to produce the electricity charged by plug-in vehicles.
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Fig. 7. The influence of plug-in vehicles on CO2 emissions and primary energy consumption of Finnish

passenger cars

There are some barriers related to high penetration of plug-in vehicles (PHEV and EV). It is widely

believed,  that  EVs  in  some  form  will  become  common  within  some  time  frame,  but  there  are

differences of opinion about when and at what rate the market penetration will happen. The most

important barrier is the battery technology. Batteries suitable for transportation appliances are very

expensive at the moment, but the technology is continuously evolving [Scr10] and prices are

expected  to  go  down  [Lac10].  PHEVs  do  not  require  necessarily  very  large  batteries,  as  fairly  high

proportion of driving can be done using electrical energy even with fairly small battery packs.

Secondly, a lack of adequate charging infrastructure is a major barrier. It is fairly expensive to

construct extensive charging infrastructure especially in the existing densely populated areas.

EVs are not the only way to achieve “sustainable” transportation system. Figure 8 by Juhani Laurikko

from VTT illustrates some of the possible energy systems of road transportation. There are different

types of energy sources, fuel production and distribution methodologies, and different ways to use

the fuel.

Possible sources are crude oil (which of course is the most important source today), different types

of biomass, coal, natural gas and electricity. All of these sources are used today in road

transportation to some extent. In Finland there is a biomass based ethanol component in the

gasoline. Coal is used significantly for example in South Africa where they produce synthetic liquid

fuel from coal which can be used in regular cars.

Electricity is one of the sources, and the future’s road transportation system will comprise probably

all of these components to some extent. It seems obvious that to achieve sustainable transportation

system many other means have to be used such as reduction of fuel consumption of conventional

internal combustion engine (ICE) based cars and development of public transportation such as

electrical rail traffic.
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Fig. 8. Possible sources of transportation fuels, possible methods for fuel production and fuel

distribution, possible ways to end use the fuels. (Figure: Juhani Laurikko, VTT)

3 Some battery technology

Practically, PHEV and full EV batteries are always lithium-ion batteries.

3.1 Operation principle of lithium-ion batteries
The main idea of a lithium-ion battery is to store energy in a form of chemical energy which can be

converted to electrical energy when needed. As lithium-ion batteries are rechargeable, electrical

energy can be converted also back to chemical energy.

Basically, there are three main components in a lithium-ion battery cell: positive electrode, negative

electrode and electrolyte.

Figure 9 presents the basic operation principle of lithium-ion batteries. There is an electrical

potential difference between the electrodes. When a lithium-ion battery is discharged, the potential

difference makes the positive lithium-ions flow through the electrolyte from the negative electrode

to the positive electrode and intercalate into the host lattice of the positive electrode.

Simultaneously negative electrons flow through an external circuit from the negative electrode to

the positive electrode. When a lithium-ion battery is charged, the direction of the motion of the ions

and the electrons are the opposite compared to the discharge.
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Fig. 9. Basic operation principle of lithium-ion batteries.

3.2 Basic characteristics and chemistries of lithium-ion batteries
Practical lithium-ion batteries can be characterizes using many different quantities such as specific

energy, specific power, life, safety and price.

These quantities depend on many things. The choice for the electrode materials (“battery

chemistry”) is a significant factor. Also, some quantities can be changed by means of battery design.

Also, the quality of the manufacturing process has some impact to for some of the quantities.

3.2.1 Some commercial lithium-ion battery chemistries
Today, almost every lithium-ion battery cell has a graphite (LiC6) negative electrode. Graphite is fairly

low-cost material and gives fairly high voltage with many positive electrode materials. Another

possible negative electrode material is lithium titanate (Li7Ti5O12). It makes very high charging and

discharging currents possible and is very durable. However, the specific energy is fairly low and price

is quite high.

For positive electrodes there are more choices. Lithium cobalt oxide (LiCoO2) is the most popular one

as  it  gives  a  good  specific  energy.  Cobalt  in  the  cobalt  oxide  is  sometimes  diluted  with  nickel  and

aluminum  or  with  nickel  and  manganese  to  obtain  larger  specific  energy  or  better  safety,

respectively. Lithium manganese oxide (LiMn2O4) and lithium iron phosphate (LiFePO4) are choices

for cobalt based positive electrodes and have some advantages and also disadvantages compared to

cobalt based choices.

The electrolyte is nearly always a lithium hexafluorophosphate (LiPF6) based liquid solution. The

differences between electrolytes are quite small.

3.2.2 Specific energy and power
As it was mentioned previously, different batteries have different specific energies and specific

powers. It is of course advantageous to be able to have as much energy as possible in one kilogram

of battery. This makes PHEVs or full EVs with larger electrical ranges possible. It is also advantageous

to be able  to  feed or  draw as  high power as  possible  per  kilogram of  battery,  because this  makes

good vehicle performance and faster charging possible.
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These characteristics depend on the battery chemistry, but they can be altered by means of design.

Specific power can be improved by thickening the intra-cell conductors in order to decrease the

power  losses.  However,  by  doing  this  the  amount  of  active  material,  which  is  used  to  store  the

energy per kilogram of battery, decreases. This logic applies vice versa when trying to improve the

specific  energy.  Thus,  these  two  quantities  are  more  or  less  in  conflict  with  each  other  and

compromises have to be made.

Figure 10 presents specific energies and specific powers of different types of batteries. It can be seen

that different types of lithium-ion batteries have very good features when compared to other types

of batteries.

Fig. 10. Specific energies and specific powers of different types of batteries. (Source)

3.2.3 Lifetime
The lifetime of lithium-ion batteries comprises of two components: cyclic stability and calendar

stability.  Cyclic stability corresponds to the number of charge-discharge cycles which the battery can

stand until its capacity has dropped for a certain amount (for example 20%). Calendar stability on

the other hand means that a battery cell has a certain lifetime regardless of the use of the battery.

Both of the lifetime components depend on many things. A remarkable factor is the battery

chemistry and especially the material of the negative electrode. Lithium titanate has a much better

durability than graphite. Graphite based battery packs have typically a cyclic lifetime of from 1000-

3000  full  cycles  and  in  the  case  of  titanate  the  cyclic  lifetime  is  considerably  higher.  Also,  the

temperatures of the batteries during use and non-use times have impact on the lifetime. The normal

temperature range of lithium-ion batteries are around -20...+50 °C. In principle, the higher the

average battery temperature is the shorter the lifetime is. However, batteries with graphite negative

electrodes cannot be charged in cold conditions (except with very small currents in some cases),

because it may damage the battery. The battery should be first heated up. Discharging can be made
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during cold weather. Titanate negative electrodes do not have these kinds of restrictions. Depth of

the charge-discharge cycles may affect the lifetime of with some battery chemistries.

3.2.4 Safety
Batteries are exposed to challenging conditions in automotive applications. These conditions include

for example large temperature variations and different types of mechanical stresses and strains like

vibrations and shocks. Also potential road accidents should be taken into account in vehicle and

battery system planning.

Lithium-ion  batteries  can  include  many  highly  reactive  materials.  If  the  battery  is  used  in  a  wrong

way or is abused in some other way, the battery may take fire or even explode.

Some battery chemistries are safer than others. Concerning positive electrodes, for example iron-

phosphate is safer than cobalt based positive electrodes. Concerning negative electrodes, titanate is

safer than graphite. Also, the quality of manufacturing process affects battery safety characteristics.

The quality of manufacturing process often correlates with the battery price.

There is always a battery management system in every lithium-ion battery, which supervises the

state of the individual battery cells. BMS include many functions that increase the safety of the

battery.

3.2.5 Price
Today’s investment costs of mass production lithium-ion batteries are from some hundreds €/kWh

up to thousands €/kWh depending on the battery chemistry and manufacturer.  The production

costs of batteries depend at least on the raw material costs and manufacturing costs. Some batteries

have low raw material costs, but the manufacturing takes lot of effort.

It is expected that prices of lithium-ion batteries will decrease considerably in the future as the

production volumes increase and technology evolves.

Generally it is possible that lithium-ion battery technology will evolve significantly in the future, but

until today, the individual steps in the development have not been very large or “revolutionary”.

3.3 Lithum-ion battery charging
When lithium-ion batteries are charged, there are typically two different phases in the charging:

constant current (CC) and constant voltage (CV). Figure 11 presents a measurement of charging of a

small lithium-ion cell which has a cobalt based positive electrode and graphite negative electrode.

First the charging is made so that charging current is kept constant and the voltage rises. When a

certain cell voltage level is reached, the charger transfers to a constant voltage mode. This means

that the cell voltage is kept constant and the current decreases until it reaches a certain value. After

this the battery is fully charged.

Batteries can be charged with different rates. These rates are typically expressed as a C rate.  If  the

battery has capacity of N ampere-hours and if the charging current in the constant current phase is

M amperes, the charging rate is M/N C. This also corresponds approximately  with the charging time:

charging rate of X C corresponds to full charge in about 1/X hours.
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Fig. 11. Current, voltage and power during charging process of an individual lithium-ion battery cell.

Figure 12 presents one full EV and three PHEVs with their battery capacities.

Fig. 12. One full EV and three PHEVs with their nominal battery capacities.

4 Charging of electric vehicles

4.1 Charging modes, plugs and sockets
Standard IEC 61851-1 defines four different charging modes for electric vehicles and standards IEC

62196-1 and 62196-3 define different types of plugs for these charging modes. Next, these charging

modes and relevant plugs are briefly presented.
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Charging modes 1 and 2 are defined for slow charging. For these modes a regular Schuko plug can be

used.  The  Schuko  plug  is  the  same  plug  which  we  all  use  in  our  daily  lives  when  using  different

electrical  devices.  Thus,  car  user  can  charge  his/her  vehicle  from  a  regular  socket.  The  charging

modes and the plug with some information are presented in fig. 13.

There are some differences between modes 1 and 2, and one of the most important is that there is a

“in-cable control box” in the mode 2 cable, which includes some safety devices such as residual

current device and also some other safety and control functions. Mode 1 charging is intended mostly

for light vehicle charging and mode 2 for temporary or very restricted charging of cars.

An interesting thing is that practical experiences have shown that if high currents such as 16 A is

used a lot, the Schuko socket overheats in the long run and the socket in the wall or in charging

stations is ruined. That is why Schuko plugs and sockets are not recommended for continuous use

with high currents.

Fig. 13. The charging modes 1 and 2 and an adequate plug with some information.

Mode 3 charging, which is presented in fig. 14, uses dedicated sockets and plugs designed for EV

charging purposes.It allows one or three phase charging up to 44 kW. However, it should be noted

that although the interface allows as high powers as this, the charger have to still be in the vehicle. It

is  challenging  to  implement  a  44  kW  charger  in  the  car.  In  practice,  according  to  the  author’s

knowledge, 20 kW is the highest power used in on-board chargers for passenger vehicles.

Mode 3 interface includes also many safety functions and control possibilities. For example, the

socket is “dead” (i.e. there are no voltages) if the vehicle is not properly connected to a vehicle.

Another thing is that mode 3 charging socket can control the maximum current which the car may

draw from the network. This functionality is useful in many context and we will discuss these issues

later more.
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Standard  IEC  62196-2  defines  three  different  plugs  for  mode  3  and  one  or  two  of  them  will  be

probably used in Europe. This thing will be decided during this year.

Fig. 14. The charging mode 3 and adequate plugs with some information.

If higher charging rates are needed the charger should be an off-board charger. This means that the

charger is located in the charging station outside the car. Standard defines mode 4 charging which is

DC charging.  This  means that  charging station feeds  direct  current  to  the car.  The mode 4  charger

plug is not standardized yet, but Japanese CHAdeMO-plug, which is presented in fig. 15 is commonly

used in fast charging stations. This charging method provides sophisticated control functions and the

car controls the charging current through the communications system.
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Fig. 15. The charging mode 4 and an adequate plug with some information.

4.2 Fast charging
Last December we visited Fortum’s headquarters in Espoos’s Keilaniemi. Fortum has a few fast
charging stations there and people from our department conducted some measurements there. Five
different real full electric vehicles were fast charged and many quantities from the AC and DC sides
of the fast charger were measured.  Four of the cars were Mitsubishi iMiEV type cars (cf. fig. 16) and
the fifth one was Nissan Leaf (cf fig. 12). Two different fast charging stations, manufactured by
CIRCUTOR and ABB were used in the charging. In these fast charging stations a Mode 4 CHAdeMO
plug which was presented in the previous section was used.

Fig. 16. Four out of five of the measured vehicles and CIRCUTOR charger.

In  figure 17 some measurement  results  from the DC side of  the charger  are  illustrated.  The figure

presents the voltage, current and power from the DC side. The charging voltage and current are

controlled by the car and they were somewhere around 360 V with Mitsubishi type cars and around

400 V with Nissan Leaf. Charging currents varied significantly. Some charging profiles include a high

peak in the beginning of the charging and others do not.  A possible reason for this is different

temperatures of batteries. As we learned from the battery technology section, a lithium-ion battery

has to be enough warm to be able to receive high charging currents. Thus, if the batteries were first
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cold, they were not able to receive high currents. According to these measurements it can be

concluded that the charging profile of fast charging depends on the car and the conditions in which

the car is charged.

It should be noticed that the highest currents during of these charging events can shorten the

lifetime of the batteries considerably compared to slower charging with the same charged energy.

Also, the power losses are quite high as they are directly proportional to the square of the charging

current.

Fig. 17. Measurement results and the measured charger.

4.3 Charging infrastructure construction
In Finland we have good possibilities to construct charging infrastructure. Nowadays, sockets for the

pre-heating of the car engines at winter are very widely available in Finland in all types of houses and

also in workplaces. These sockets could be used to some extent to charge plug-in vehicles. It was

noticed in the case studies made by Fortum that on average approximately 50% of the pre-heater

sockets of different parking places could be used for charging with 3 kW charging powers without

overloading the feeders feeding the sockets.

However, the sockets should be changed to ones which are more convenient in EV charging

purposes. Also in the parking places of the housing companies energy measurement should be

added as the electricity use would increase significantly and a small yearly constant fee for the use of

the pre-heater socket would not be sufficient.
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Densely populated central areas are however challenging from the charging station constructions

point-of-view due to many reasons. Fast charging stations (max. ~50 kW) might have only a modest

importance from the energy point-of-view but they can psychologically important. In fast charging

test conducted in Japan car users USKALSIVAT drive the batteries emptier if they knew that there is

fast charging possibility available.

The purpose of electric vehicles is to replace the use of gasoline or diesel with the use of electricity.

If we consider only plug-in hybrids at this point, the amount which a PHEV can replace the liquid

fuels with electricity is dependent on many things such as battery capacity, specific electricity

consumption, and availability of charging infrastructure. We have conducted some research about

this using a certain methodology and a couple of snapshots of the results will be presented next.

We considered a  case where charging is  started immediately  when a  car  arrives  to  a  place with  a

charging possibility, and where charging is stopped when the battery is full or the next trip of the car

begins. Car use habits are assumed to be similar with the today’s car use habits.

In fig. 18, average daily electricity need of PHEVs are illustrated as a function of average effective

battery capacity of different PHEVs. Average specific electricity consumption is assumed to be 0.2

kWh/km. Three different cases are presented in accordance of the location of possible charging

places: home only, home and workplace and home, workplace and public parking places. It can be

seen that the home is the most important charging place because it brings most of the charging

energy. If charging possibility is added to workplaces and most of the public parking places, the total

electricity consumption increases only a little.

Another important result concerning the battery capacities can also be seen. It can be seen that the

electricity need rises rapidly when battery capacities is increased from the lowest values. This can be

interpreted that the first kilowatt-hours in battery capacity bring most of the electricity

consumption. From this one can deduce that most of the benefits of PHEVs, i.e. replacing the use of

liquid fuels with the use of electricity, can be achieved even with moderate battery capacities.

Fig. 18. Average daily electricity needs as function of average battery capacity of the cars.
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Fig. 19 presents another results of the case where charging can be made at homes, workplaces and

public parking places. The figure illustrates the proportions of the charger energies in different types

of charging places. Although the home charging is the most dominant charging place, still the other

two places have a non-negligible role. There might be some business opportunities for example in

public charging places. Also, a good and fluent charging at home is important.

Fig. 19. Proportion of the total energy charged in different places when charging is made at homes,

workplaces and public parking places.

5 Electric vehicles in smart grids

5.1 What is a smart grid?
The European Regulators Group for Electricity and Gas (ERGEG) defines smart grid as follows
[ERG10]:

“Smart Grid is an electricity network that can cost efficiently integrate the behaviour and actions of
all users connected to it – generators, consumers and those that do both – in order to ensure

economically efficient, sustainable power system with low losses and high levels of quality and
security of supply and safety.”

This definition describes an ideal smart grid or the goal to which power system development should
be targeted.

In the future there will be available more measurements, more and cheaper communications, more
computation capacity, better modelling and more controllable resources. The development towards
a “smarter”  grid  can be made by using these things  to  obtain  a  more cost  efficient  power system
and/or to produce new functionalities which are worth money. Thus, the options are to do the same
things as earlier but with lower costs or to create new valuable functionalities with higher costs than
earlier.
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The essential point in smart grids is that the “smartness” is not in use of the new methods and
possibilities but in the consequences, i.e. cost effectiveness and/or new valuable functionalities, of
the use of the new methods and possibilities.

5.2 Electric vehicles in a smart grid
In academic and industrial environment it is usually thought that EVs could have at least three
different types of roles in a “smart grid”. Firstly, EVs can be simply loads consuming electricity from
the grid when charging. Secondly, EVs can be used as controllable load. This means that in addition
only charging the batteries when possible the charging could be shifted, interrupted or restricted
due to  needs of  power system or  electricity  market.  Considering these first  two roles,  EV is  only  a
single  type  of  load  among  other  loads.   However,  the  third  role  differs  from  most  of  the  today’s
resources: energy storage. The battery pack of an EV could be used to store electricity for the needs
of power system or electricity market. Again, two different storage concepts is usually distinguished:
vehicle-to-grid (V2G) and vehicle-to-home (V2H).  Vehicle-to-grid means that the energy from the EV
battery would be discharged to the public electricity network and in vehicle-to-home concept the
energy is discharged to an individual isolated household. Of course, using imagination it is possible
to consider also other roles except the ones mentioned above.

We will next discuss these different roles and aspects related to them.

5.2.1 EVs as a load in an electricity grid
There  are  many  things  affecting  the  nature  of  EV  load  in  electricity  grid.  Car  use  habits  are  very
important. Car use habits include knowledge about when and how much the cars are driven, where
and how long they are parked etc. Availability and characteristics of charging spots have major
impact on the PHEV load and the use of PHEVs. If charging spots were available in many places such
as homes, workplaces, public parking places, shopping centres etc., charging could be carried out in
many places and a greater portion of driving could be done using electrical energy.  The charging
rates  used  are  also  an  important  factor.  If  high  charging  rate  is  used,  short  charging  times  can  be
obtained and the higher charging power has to be used. Battery capacities impact the EV load. The
bigger battery capacities the bigger proportion of driving needs can be fulfilled with electricity.
Bigger battery capacities can also be thought of as a substitute for more extensive charging
infrastructure  and  vice  versa.  The  specific  electricity  needs  of  the  vehicles  also  impact  on  the  EV
load. Electricity market functions affect also on the charging load behaviour. If we consider today’s
electricity  use,  the  two-time  electricity  tariffs  have  a  large  impact  on  the  electricity  use  of
households with electric heating.

It can be concluded that if one wants to model EV charging load today, one must make many
assumptions.

In our research group, we have made some research work concerning PHEV load modeling. The
target of this work has been to develop a systematic methodology which could be used to model
PHEVs in electricity distribution networks and to produce models also for other modeling needs. It is
also essential that the methodology should be enough flexible to make different types of parameters
and assumptions possible. We have been developing a methodology which uses National travel
survey data  to  model  the car  use habits  of  Finnish people.  National  travel  survey is  a  made every
sixth year in Finland and covers the whole country. The results of the newest national travel survey
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were published this week. In the methodology we assume that PHEVs would be used in the same
way as present internal combustion engine based cars. Conventional ICE based vehicles are very
user-friendly because it takes only a few minutes to refuel them and their range can be over 1000
kilometres. This is why today people can generally use their cars in a way that corresponds to their
travelling needs very well. Thus, NTS data can be interpreted to represent the driving needs of Finns.

Figure  20  presents  an  example  of  a  statistical  load  curve  for  a  single  customer  group  with  certain
assumptions. Mean values and standard deviations of the charged energies for every hour of the day
and different types of days (work days, Saturdays and Sundays) are presented. These types of curves
can be very straightforwardly used in the network information systems of the Finnish network
companies.

Fig. 20. An example of a statistical load curve for a single customer group with certain assumptions.
Mean values and standard deviations of the charged energies for every hour of the day and different
types of days (work days, Saturdays and Sundays).

Load curves of previous type have been used at the moment in two different network companies.
These companies have studied the impact of slow charging on distribution network planning in their
urban distribution networks.

I will not go into details of these studies, but in generally it can be said that EVs do not seem to have
very radical impacts on the urban distribution network planning, but EVs should be taken into
account, especially if the network company believes in electric vehicles. One interesting observation
was made: in big parking lots some kind of a peak load management system could be quite
reasonable. For example, when people arrive to their workplaces in the morning, it is not reasonable
that they would all start charging at the same time. This would cause very large power and current
peak and main fuse ratings could be exceeded.

Also there are high uncertainties in EV load modeling and modeling should be updated every now
and then.

5.2.2 EV as a controllable resource
As mentioned earlier, EVs could be used as controllable resources such as controllable load or
controllable energy storage, but a question arises: why EV loads or storages would be controlled?

A few possible reasons or motivations to control EV loads or storages are presented in the table 1.
Many of these functions require a large number of individual small resources and some kind of
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aggregation would be needed. An aggregator could collect and aggregate a large number of vehicles
and other types of small resources such as loads and manage them as a one large unit.

Energy companies could, when trading electricity, use the resource for demand response based on
electricity price or for balance management purposes. This means that the customers would modify
their energy consumption based on the electricity price or on other signals and get some economical
benefit from this.

Also  EVs  and  other  small  resources  could  be  used  also  to  manage  distribution  network.  The  aim
could be the manipulation of the network’s power flow to in order to clip the power peaks in the
networks, or to manage disturbances.  For example, during a network disturbance, the power flow
of a network could be manipulated to ensure the sufficiency of a back-up connection’s capacity.

It would be also possible to use these distributed resources as disturbance reserves or frequency
regulation capacity of the needs of the transmission system operator.

Individual electricity consumers such as households could use EV storage for a back-up capacity. We
will treat this function later in this lecture. Also, a peak load management function could be used to
avoid exceeding the rating of the main fuses of a network connection. Then, if dynamical energy and
transfer tariffs were applied, EVs and other resources could be controlled to optimize energy costs.
Also, some power quality improvement could perhaps be possible with EVs.

To realize many of these functions, business models should be developed. This means that how and
how much different parties would benefit economically of these functions or services.

Table 1. Parties which would be interested in controlling EVs and other resources and the possible
applications of the control actions.

Party Use

Energy
companies/retailers

Demand response

Balance management

Balance market operation

Distribution
network operators

Network management

Transmission
system operator

Disturbance reserves (manually or automatically activated)

Frequency regulation

Individual
electricity
consumer

Backup power

Peak load management

Energy cost optimization

Power quality improvement

5.2.3 EV as a controllable load
Let us then consider an individual EV as a controllable load. In general, electric load can be
controlled at least in two ways. A load can be just switched on or off depending on the state of the
load. Another possibility is that the power of an individual load is adjusted or restricted between
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some minimum and maximum values. The power drawn by many of the today’s individual loads
cannot be adjusted in this way, but the loads can only switched on or off.

The current which electric vehicles draw can be adjusted. Let us take an example from the
standards. As it was mentioned earlier, in Mode 3 charging it is possible that the charging station
communicates with the vehicle and sends to the vehicle the value of highest current which the
vehicle  can  take  from  the  grid.  In  a  Mode  3  capable  socket  defined  by  standards  there  are  seven
conductors. Three phase conductors, a neutral conductor and a protective earth conductor. Then
there are two “extra” conductors, and another of them which is called as a pilot conductor can be
used, among other purposes, to send the maximum current signal to the vehicle by means of pulse
width modulated signal.

This can be seen in the following example which is from standard IEC 61851-1 ed.2.0. Figure 21
presents the voltage between the pilot conductor and earth during a charging process. The events in
the figure are as follows.

1) Vehicle is not connected to the charging station (+12 V).

2) Charging cable is connected to charging station (+9 V ... -12 V rectangular wave).

3) Charging station is able to feed energy. The duty cycle informs the vehicle about the
maximum current  which can be drawn from the charging station.  A  duty  cycle  is  the time
that the voltage is in the higher level as a fraction of the total time of a pulse.

4) Vehicle indicates that it is ready to receive energy.

5) Charging station closes the switch and gives voltages to the car.

6) Cars starts to draw the current from the charging station.

7) External demand for power reduction coming from the upper level systems.

8) Charging ends. This is decided by the vehicle.

9) Vehicle asks for disconnect (+9...-12V rectangular wave)

10) Charging station de-energizes the socket.

11) The cable is removed from the charging station (+12 V)

The whole charging process is supervised and controlled using this pilot conductor signal. It can be
seen that the maximum charging current can be easily modified almost continuously. Charging can
also be stopped with a certain duty cycle value. Now, if the charging station is connected to an upper
level system, this system can control the maximum currents of different charging stations in order to
realize different smart grid load control schemes.
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Fig. 21. The normative description example of the operation of pilot conductor signal.

5.2.4 EVs as energy storage

5.2.4.1 Vehicle-to-grid (V2G)
For  example,  if  there  were  one  million  plug-in  vehicles  in  Finland  and  if  50  %  of  them  would  be
available for energy storage use and if the vehicles would be simultaneously able to discharge 5 kWh
per vehicle on average, the total energy capacity would be 2.5 GWh. If the discharging power would
be 3.5 kW per vehicle, the total discharge power capacity would be 1750 MW. Also, if  10 % of the
vehicles would be charging with a power of 3.5 kW per vehicle at the moment of energy need of the
grid, the additional load decrease capacity would be 350 MW.

From this simple calculation it can be deduced that there could be a significant power and energy
capacity in a large vehicle fleet.

5.2.4.2 Storage costs with lithium-ion batteries
Fig. 22 presents simple calculations concerning battery degradation costs as a function of cyclic
lifetime and battery investment cost. The purpose of the calculation is to make precise cost
calculations  but  rather  to  have  a  view  on  the  degree  of  scale.  The  battery  degradation  cost
represents a cost per stored energy (in EUR/kWh) which is caused by cyclic lifetime loss when
discharging a battery pack from full state to empty state and then charging back to the full state.
Cyclic lifetime is presented as number of full cycles (full-empty-full). Battery investment cost is
presented in EUR/kWh. The values of figure 22 are obtained by simply dividing the battery
investment cost (in EUR/kWh) by the number of cycles which can be obtained from the battery
before  its  lifetime  has  ended.  It  can  be  seen  that  to  obtain  battery  degradation  cost  of  a  few
cents/kWh the cyclic lifetime must be very high or the investment cost has to be very low.

Fig. 23 presents simple calculation about energy storage costs including battery degradation costs of
fig 22 and electricity price of 0.15 EUR/kWh. In the figure, also energy cost of gasoline is represented
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from  two  point-of-views:  power  and  heat.  The  costs  of  gasoline  mechanical  energy  and  heat  are
calculated according to

=  and
= .

(1)
(2)

In (1)  presents the cost of mechanical energy (EUR/kWh) produced by a gasoline internal

combustion engine (ICE) and in (2)  presents the cost of heat produced by gasoline. In (1) and (2)

 is the price of the gasoline (EUR/l), is the density of gasoline (kg/l) and  is the lower heating

value of gasoline (kWh/kg), and in (1)  is the thermal efficiency of an ICE. In the calculated values
of fig. 23 the values of the previous parameters are presented in table 2. It can be seen that when
comparing the costs of gasoline and degradation cost of the batteries together with the electricity
price, some batteries might be competitive when compared to gasoline ICE. It should be noted that
during cold weather the waste heat of the ICE is used to heat the car interior. In that case the real
cost of the gasoline energy is somewhere between the cost levels of mechanical and thermal
energies.

Table 2. Parameters and their values of the example calculations.

Parameter Value
1.7 EUR/l
0.75 kg/l
12.2 kWh/kg
0.25
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Fig. 22. Battery degradation costs as function of cyclic lifetime (in full cycles) and battery investment
cost.

Fig. 23. Energy storage costs as function of batteries’ cyclic lifetime and investment cost. Electricity
cost is also included. Cost of gasoline mechanical energy and heat also are presented for comparison.
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5.2.4.3 Vehicle-to-home (V2G)
Plug-in vehicles could be used as a back-up power source during outages. The battery pack would be
then used as an energy storage feeding a small network island such as a single household. Also, in
the case of a PHEV, the internal combustion engine might also be used to produce electricity from a
liquid fuel. The energy capacity of the battery pack is very limited which means that all  the energy
need of for example a detached house cannot be covered for a long time. However, if the largest
loads such as electric heaters and storage water heater would be switched off or disconnected from
the network the sufficiency of the battery capacity would be much higher. If only a very limited
amount of loads such as some lightning and maybe cellular phone or laptop charging would be
allowed to be used, the battery capacity would offer a back-up power capability for a fairly long
time.

Figure 24 shows average hourly energies, which are measured in 2010, during different types of days
of a 1000 random customers with a 3×25 A main fuses from Koillis-Satakunnan Sähkö Oy’s
distribution network. The customers of the figure are of different types and also customers with
electric heating and electric sauna stove are included. This simple illustrative example figure shows
that with a battery pack from which a few kilo-watt-hours could be used for back-up power
purposes, fairly long back-up power capability times could be achieved especially if some of the
largest loads would be disconnected from the network.

Fig. 24. Average hourly energies of 1000 real network customers.

To realize plug-in vehicle back-up power service, some special equipment and systems would be
needed. Fig. 25 illustrates some features of such a system. One requirement is an isolation switch,
which is used to disconnect the household or another small network island from the public
distribution network. This isolation has to be made, because the plug-in vehicle cannot feed other
households or customers connected in the public distribution network. Depending on the
preferences defined by the user of the back-up power service, it might be also preferable that the
electricity connection of the vehicle to the electricity network is three-phased (cf. fig. 25). Otherwise
it would be necessary to connect the loads to be fed to a certain phase. Some load reduction may be
necessary to ensure that the power capability of the converter, the line and the energy capability of
the battery are sufficient. This requires load disconnection made by home automation (HA) or
similar. Assuming that the vehicle works as the only power source (unless there is some sort of small
scale power production such as solar panels) during back-up power operation, the feeding
equipment has to include all necessary control and protection functions somewhat similar to the
ones found in conventional power systems. This comprises voltage control, high enough short circuit
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current capacity, short circuit protection etc. HA and the switching equipment have to include a
small battery back-up or other type of back-up power to realize the necessary switching and
communication actions during an outage.

The back-up power operation could be automated. Automatic operation of the isolation switch and
automatic control of the converters of the vehicle are needed. The transfer into back-up power
mode could be made with a short interruption or voltage dip, or totally seamlessly. The transfer to
back-up power mode after an outage and returning on the basic mode (electricity transfer from
distribution network) after the outage could be carried out as follows (cf. also the fig. 25).

1. When an outage is detected in the network by HA, the isolation switch has to be opened
automatically.

2. After the isolation, necessary load reductions have to be made.
3. “Start back-up power operation” command has to be sent to the converter of the vehicle.

Converter starts to feed the loads.
4. When the end of the outage is detected, a “stop back-up power operation” command has to

be sent to the vehicle converter.
5. The isolation switch has to be closed.
6. Loads which were disconnected have to be reconnected to the network.

Fig. 25. A simplified presentation of a V2H system.

A question of its own is that is the cost of the equipment and systems needed low enough compared
the  use  rate  of  this  kind  of  V2H  system.  If  there  are  very  few  outages  in  the  network,  very  large
investments for the back-up system are not necessarily reasonable.

6 Conclusions

Perhaps the most important things to remember from this lecture are the following ones.

o Plug-in hybrids have more potential than full EVs
o Battery technology has a key role in wide-spread EV commercialization in the near future
o There are standards for EV charging interface but the standardization is still evolving
o It might be useful to take EVs into account in distribution network planning
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o EVs might offer an interesting and useful new resource for future’s smart grids
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